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LUNAR GEOSCIENCE OBSERVER HLSSION OVERVIEW, F. M. Sturms, Jr., 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA 

The Lunar Geoscience Observer (LGO) is a leading candidate for the 
next mission in the Planetary Observer series, which begins with Mars 
Observer (MO). The contributions of an LGO mission to lunar science were 
documented in the report (Reference 1) of the LGO science workshop 
members. This overview presents the current status in the planning for the 
LGO mission. Reference 2 has more detail on the LGO mission design. 

In the past year, two events have occurred on the Mars Observer 
mission which provide a more definite basis for LGO planning. The Mars 
Observer spacecraft will be built by RCA, the selected spacecraft 
contractor. Significant detail is now available about the capabilities of 
this spacecraft, the cost of a second spacecraft, and what modifications 
would be necessary for LGO. Reference 3 has more information on the 
spacecraft. In addition, the science payload for Mars Observer has been 
selected, providing a known baseline for similar science at the moon. 

The LGO mission is a good choice for the second Observer because of 
the similarity in science and operations to Mars Observer and because of 
the short mission duration. It is the plan to use the spacecraft, 
selected science instruments, and operations facilities from Mars Observer 
in a minimally modified form for LGO. There is, therefore, a naturally 
preferred phasing of LGO development and flight operations with respect to 
MO that provides efficient use of additional resources to keep the cost of 
LGO low. For a MO launch in August 1990, the best LGO schedule would be a 
Fiscal Year 89 project start, with launch about Harch 1993. However, LGO 
is subject to other NASA budget and new start constraints. The current 
estimate for LGO calls for the following schedule.milestones: 

Project Start - October 1989 
Announcement of Opportunity (AO) - October 1989 
Science Selection - October 1990 
Spacecraft/Instrument Delivery - February 1993 
Launch - Harch 1994 
End of Mission - April 1995 

I~plicit in this schedule are several key assumptions. First, it is 
assu!ned that work would start on a second Observer spacecraft i.n 1988. 
Ideally, this would be a HO spare, and would be released to LGO for 
modifications after a successful launch or possibly after insertion into 
Mat-s orbit in late 1991. Second, it is assumed that sufficient pre start 
resources are available to prepare the A0 and supporting documentation. 
An assumption of key interest to this conference deals with the payload 
for LGO. If one assumes that only minimally modified MO instruments would 
be used for LGO, then the lowest cost and earliest launch result. Also, 
in this scenario, the A0 would be limited to data reduction from these 
itlstruments. On the other hand, if new instruments are selected, their 
development becomes a key schedule and cost driver. A payload based on 
the LGO Science Workshop Report (Reference 1) would add at least $10 
mil lion to the project development cost and result in a nominal launch 
about two months later, in May 1994. 
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The strawman LGO payload for current studies includes the following 
instruments inherited from MO: Gamma Ray Spectrometer (GRS) (with new 
radiator), Magnetometer (HAG), Camera (change in focal length), Radar 
Altimeter (possible shared electronics with gravity sub-satellite data 
processing), Thermal Emission Spectrometer, and Visual and Infrared 
Mapping Spectrometer (new radiator or detector); and the new instruments: 
X-Ray Spectrometer (possible combination with GRS), Electron Reflectometer 
(possible combination with MAG), and Microwave Radiometer. Also, it is 
desired that the Payload Data Subsystem be upgraded to allow a telemetry 
rate to the ground of up to 128 kb/s. 

The MO spacecraft modifications required for LGO are: a new horizon 
sensor to sense the lunar limb, a two-axis solar panel actuator and 
modified thermal control for the non-sun synchronous orbit, added battery 
capacity for lunar eclipses, higher tape recorder rates compatible with 
the 128 kb/s telemetry, and perhaps a gravity sub-satellite package. In 
addition, desirable changes include removal of the high gain and medium 
gain antennas (the low gain is adequate at lunar distance), removal of 
three solar panels, and smaller or fewer bipropellant tanks. 

The LGO spacecraft would be launched with relatively unconstrained 
monthly opportunities in the same mode as MO, i.e. either with the shuttle 
or an expendable vehicle. The Atlas Centaur has the performance to launch 
LGO to the moon, but a larger shroud or modified spacecraft configuration 
would be required. The lunar transit trajectory may require a multiple 
loop before lunar arrival to provide time for deep space calibration of 
science instruments. The polar orbit about the moon is nearly circular at 
100 km altitude with a nadir pointing spacecraft (10 mrad accuracy) and is 
non-sun synchronous. A slightly off-90 degree inclination is required to 
prevent lunar gravity field perturbations from causing a rapid decrease in 
periapsis altitude. The uncertainties in the lunar backside gravity field 
may prgvent reconstruction of the instrument pointing to the desired 3 
mrad accuracy. If current studies indicate that this is a problem, a 
mission requirement may exist for a gravity mapping mission phase using a 
passive sub-satellite with a microwave comer reflector. The mission 
duration in orbit is one year plus the length of the gravity mapping 
phase. During the one-year mapping phase, there would be 13 cycles of 
lunar coverage at varying equatorial lighting angles. Allocation of data 
rate to various instruments would vary in each cycle depending on the 
lighting angle. The current data allocation design (Reference 2) is based 
on a 1985 study using a lower telemetry rate than is now assumed. An 
important task for the near future is the development of revised 
instrument data strategies for higher telemetry rates. 
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